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Abstract

A novel automated approach for the sequence specific NMR assignments of1HN, 13Cα, 13Cβ, 13C′/1Hα and15N
spins in proteins, using triple resonance experimental data, is presented. The algorithm, TATAPRO (Tracked
AuTomatedAssignments inProteins) utilizes the protein primary sequence and peak lists from a set of triple
resonance spectra which correlate1HN and 15N chemical shifts with those of13Cα, 13Cβ and 13C′/1Hα. The
information derived from such correlations is used to create a ‘master_list’ consisting of all possible sets of
1HN

i , 15Ni, 13Cα
i , 13Cβ

i , 13C′i /1Hα
i , 13Cα

i−1, 13Cβ

i−1 and13C′i−1/ 1Hα
i−1 chemical shifts. On the basis of an extensive

statistical analysis of13Cα and13Cβ chemical shift data of proteins derived from the BioMagResBank (BMRB), it
is shown that the 20 amino acid residues can be grouped into eight distinct categories, each of which is assigned
a unique two-digit code. Such a code is used to tag individual sets of chemical shifts in the master_list and also
to translate the protein primary sequence into an array called pps_array. The program then uses the master_list
to search for neighbouring partners of a given amino acid residue along the polypeptide chain and sequentially
assigns a maximum possible stretch of residues on either side. While doing so, each assigned residue is tracked
in an array called assig_array, with the two-digit code assigned earlier. The assig_array is then mapped onto the
pps_array for sequence specific resonance assignment. The program has been tested using experimental data on
a calcium binding protein fromEntamoeba histolytica(Eh-CaBP, 15 kDa) having substantial internal sequence
homology and using published data on four other proteins in the molecular weight range of 18–42 kDa. In all the
cases, nearly complete sequence specific resonance assignments (> 95%) are obtained. Furthermore, the reliability
of the program has been tested by deleting sets of chemical shifts randomly from the master_list created for the
test proteins.

Introduction

Sequence specific resonance assignments (hereafter
abbreviated as ssr_assignments) in proteins are an im-
portant and essential step towards complete three di-
mensional (3D) structural characterization (Wüthrich
et al., 1986). In recent years, several double and triple
resonance experiments have been proposed to carry
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out ssr_assignments in isotope labeled proteins (Bax
and Grzesiek, 1993). However, for large proteins,
manual assignment becomes a tedious and time con-
suming task. This has led to an increasing demand
of the development of algorithms for automation of
ssr_assignments, following which a number of strate-
gies have been proposed (see review by Moseley and
Montelione, 1999). These include approaches which
utilize information from various triple resonance ex-
periments and methods such as simulated annealing
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(Buchler et al., 1997; Lukin et al., 1997), bayesian
statistics and artificial intelligence (Zimmerman et al.,
1997; Montelione et al., 1999), characteristic13Cα

and 13Cβ chemical shifts of individual amino acid
residues (Grzesiek and Bax, 1993; Friedrichs et al.,
1994), threshold accepting algorithm (Leutner et al.,
1998), connectivity tracing algorithms (Olson and
Markley, 1994) and neural networks (Choy et al.,
1993; Hare and Prestegard, 1994). For side chain as-
signments, methods have been proposed which utilize
side chain topologies of spin systems (Li and Sanc-
tuary, 1997), side chain13C chemical shift patterns
of amino acid residues (Zimmerman et al., 1994) and
semi-automated approaches (Meadows et al., 1994).
Other strategies utilize information from homologous
proteins and chemical shift prediction for complete
ssr_assignments (Bartels et al., 1996; Gronwald et al.,
1999).

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm
for automated ssr_assignments of1HN, 13Cα, 13Cβ,
13C′/1Hα and 15N spins in proteins, called TATA-
PRO, using the protein primary sequence and a set
of triple resonance experiments which correlate the
1HN and 15N chemical shifts with those of13Cα,
13Cβ and 13C′/1Hα. This approach is demonstrated
using data from CBCANH (Wittekind and Mueller,
1993), CBCA(CO)NH (Grzesiek and Bax,1992),
HN(CA)CO (Clubb et al., 1992a) and HNCO (Kay
et al., 1990) spectra.

Two important parameters which determine the
success of any automated approach for ssr_assign-
ments in proteins are good input of peaks, both
in terms of resolution and sensitivity, and a reli-
able classification of individual spin systems (Moseley
and Montelione, 1999). With the development of a
TROSY-based approach for the implementation of
various triple resonance pulse sequences (Salzmann
et al., 1998, 1999) and also with the modification of
pulse sequences for deuterated proteins (Gardner and
Kay, 1998), it is now possible to acquire triple reso-
nance spectra with high resolution and sensitivity for
proteins with molecular weights up to 50 kDa (Lo-
ria et al., 1999). These techniques, combined with an
efficient peak picking algorithm, help in overcoming
ambiguities in resonance assignments to some extent.
However, a satisfactory classification of individual
spin systems is still an important and difficult task.
Few of the algorithms in the past have utilized the
characteristic13Cα and13Cβ chemical shifts of indi-
vidual amino acid residues (Grzesiek and Bax, 1993;
Friedrichs et al., 1994; Lukin et al., 1997) for such

a classification. However, due to extensive overlap
of 13Cα and 13Cβ chemical shifts for most of the
amino acid residues, identifying each residue by its
characteristic chemical shifts can result in ambiguous
assignments. The problem is further aggravated by
unusual chemical shifts which can lead to erroneous
assignments. Hence, in order to obtain insight into the
distribution of NMR chemical shifts for amino acid
residues, we have carried out an extensive statistical
analysis using13Cα (∼25 000) and13Cβ (∼21 000)
chemical shift information of all the proteins deposited
in the BMRB (Seavey et al., 1991). This analysis aided
in grouping the 20 amino acid residues into eight dis-
tinct categories, based on their characteristic13Cα and
13Cβ chemical shifts. These categories are then distin-
guished from each other by assigning them a unique
two-digit code. This grouping of amino acid residues
dramatically reduces the problem of overlapping and
unusual chemical shifts and results in a deterministic
approach to the problem of ssr_assignments.

The algorithm has been tested for assignments, us-
ing experimental data, on a calcium binding protein
from Entamoeba histolytica(Eh-CaBP, Mr ∼15 kDa),
which possesses a substantial internal sequence ho-
mology, and on four other proteins with published
assignments. The complete ssr_assignments have been
accomplished in three stages, using a separate program
at each stage. These programs have been written in
ANSI C code and can be compiled on any Unix-based
workstation or Windows-based system equipped with
a C compiler. The execution time of the program is
of the order of a few seconds on an R10000-based
solid impact workstation (SGI). The program can be
obtained on request at the following e-mail address:
chary@tifr.res.in

Methodology

13Cα and13Cβ chemical shift statistics
The algorithm for ssr_assignments proposed here pri-
marily makes use of the characteristic13Cα and13Cβ

chemical shifts of each individual amino acid residue
except Pro residues. For this purpose, an extensive
statistical analysis has been carried out, utilizing the
chemical shift data available in the BMRB.

The histograms in Figures 1a and 1b depict the per-
centage of13Cα and13Cβ chemical shifts, respectively,
spanning the range 12–78 ppm (28–78 ppm for13Cα)
for individual amino acid residues. As evident from
Figure 1a, Gly(13Cα) always resonates upfield of 50
ppm in a region well separated from the13Cα chemi-
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Figure 1. Distribution of (a)13Cα and (b)13Cβ chemical shifts for various amino acid residues in proteins selected from the BMRB. The
histograms depict the percentage of amino acids having a particular chemical shift within a range of 0.1 ppm. In the case of Ile and Val residues,
13Cα chemical shifts greater than 64 ppm are shown in a different colour for clarity.
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cal shifts of all other residues. On the other hand, no
13Cβresonates between 50–58 ppm (Figure 1b). It is
also seen that the amino acid residues can be classi-
fied into five distinct categories based entirely on the
characteristic13Cβ chemical shifts (Figure 1b): (i) Gly
having no13Cβ; (ii) less than 24 ppm – Ala; (iii) 24–
36 ppm – Arg, Cysred, Gln, Glu, His, Lys, Met, Val,
Trp; (iv) 36–50 ppm – Asp, Asn, Cysoxd, Ile, Leu, Phe
and Tyr; and (v) more than 58 ppm – Ser and Thr.

In our algorithm, each of these five categories is
distinguished from the rest by a single digit code.
For example, all Gly residues are given a code1,
Ala residues2 and so on (Table 1). Besides Ser and
Thr residues, Val and Ile residues (about 26% of
them) also have their13Cα chemical shifts downfield
of 64 ppm (Figure 1a). No other amino acid residue
has resonances in this region. This facilitates a further
classification for Val and Ile residues by appending a
second digit to the single digit codes assigned earlier.
This second digit is chosen as1 for all the residues
with 13Cα chemical shifts downfield of 64 ppm and
13Cβ chemical shift upfield of 58 ppm and is chosen
as0 otherwise. Thus, for example, a Val residue with
its 13Cα chemical shift downfield of 64 ppm acquires
a code4 1, while a Val residue with its13Cα chemical
shift upfield of 64 ppm acquires a code4 0 (Table 1).

The last two columns in Table 1 indicate the per-
centage of amino acid residues which violate the
two-digit code assigned to them. This might hap-
pen if a given residue exhibits unusual13Cα or/and
13Cβchemical shift(s), as a result of which it acquires
a code different from the one generally expected. For
example, it is evident from Table 1 that Ser, Thr
and Ala residues deviate the least from their expected
range of13Cβchemical shifts and rarely do other amino
acid residues fall in their range. Further, since these
three residues, along with Gly, are given individ-
ual codes, it is easy to identify these spin systems
uniquely. Hence, these four residues serve as primary
markers in ssr_assignments, as has been observed
earlier (Metzler et al., 1993).

Experimental inputs for TATAPRO
Several automated assignment strategies that have
been proposed in the past require correlating peak
lists from a large number (six or more) of triple res-
onance experiments (Friedrich et al., 1994; Olson and
Markley, 1994; Zimmerman et al., 1995; Lukin et al.,
1997). These strategies suffer from the fact that there
are likely to be some chemical shift variations for the
same spin in different spectra because of changes in

experimental conditions such as pH and decoupling
heating during the experiments. Also, 4D experiments
required as input for some of these algorithms suf-
fer from low digital resolution and sensitivity. These
factors can contribute to incomplete or/and erroneous
assignments. Further, for proteins with low stability,
it is imperative that all data be acquired in a short
duration of time. Thus, it is desirable to restrict the
number of experiments required as inputs to a mini-
mum and all experiments should be performed under
identical conditions of pH and temperature, prefer-
ably with the same sample. In the present study,
four triple resonance experiments, namely CBCANH,
CBCA(CO)NH, HNCO and HN(CA)CO, are found to
be sufficient for complete ssr_assignment of all the
1HN, 13Cα, 13Cβ, 13C′ and15N spins. Other 3D triple
resonance experiments which can serve as inputs for
TATAPRO are HN(CA)HA (Clubb et al., 1992b) and
HN(COCA)HA (Clubb and Wagner, 1992) in place of
HN(CA)CO and HNCO, respectively. Peak lists ob-
tained from these spectra consisting of chemical shift
co-ordinates of the peaks, (ω1, ω2, ω3) = (13C/1Hα,
15N, 1HN), along with their intensities and phases, are
taken as inputs for TATAPRO.

Description of the algorithm
We have considered a deterministic approach here
which takes into account the characteristic13Cα and
13Cβ chemical shifts of all the 20 individual amino
acid residues. The approach can be divided into three
important steps, namely, peak list preparation, assign-
ment of two-digit codes (Table 1) to the individual
amino acid residues in the primary sequence and
the rows in themaster_listand finally, carrying out
ssr_assignments. These steps are described below:

(a) Peak list preparation. Peak lists derived from
CBCANH, CBCA(CO)NH, HNCO and HN(CA)CO
(or alternatively, HN(CA)HA and HN(COCA)HA
spectra) are used to group the chemical shifts as fol-
lows. An automatically picked CBCA(CO)NH peak
list has information about13Cα

i−1 and13Cβ

i−1 chemical
shifts for a given pair of15Ni and 1HN

i . From such

a list, the chemical shifts of13Cα
i−1 and 13Cβ

i−1 are
identified for each specific pair of15Ni and1HN

i chem-
ical shifts within the user defined tolerance limits and
grouped into a single set. Owing to the fact that all
peaks in CBCA(CO)NH are seen with positive inten-
sity, distinction between those arising from13Cα and
13Cβ is based on the following criteria:
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Table 1. Two-digit codes assigned to different amino acid residues based on their characteristic13Cα and13Cβ chemical shift
ranges. The last two columns indicate the percentage of residues which violate these codes

Sr. 13Cα and13Cβ chemical shifts Amino acids Two-digit Percentage of Percentage of

no. (δ in ppm) characteristics code 13Cβ chemical other residues

shift violations taking the code

1 Absence of13Cβ Gly 1 0 0.0 0.00

2 15< δ(13Cβ) < 24 Ala 2 0 0.8 0.09

3 δ(13Cβ) > 58 Ser and Thr 3 0 0.5 0.04

4 24< δ(13Cβ) < 36 & δ(13Cα) < 64 Lys, Arg, Gln, Glu, His, 4 0 3.1 2.4

Trp, Cysred, Val and Met

5 24< δ(13Cβ) < 36 & δ(13Cα) ≥ 64 Val 4 1 1.3 0.6

6 36< δ(13Cβ) < 50 & δ(13Cα) < 64 Asp, Asn, Phe, Tyr, 5 0 3.0 2.4

CysOxd, Ile and Leu

7 36< δ(13Cβ) < 50 & δ(13Cα) ≥ 64 Ile 5 1 6.8 0.3

8 – Pro 6 0 – –

(i) If the 13C chemical shift of one of the peaks at
(13Ci−1, 15Ni, 1HN

i ) is below 50 ppm and the other
is more than 50 ppm, then the former is treated as due
to 13Cβ and the latter to13Cα.
(ii) If the 13C chemical shifts of both the peaks
(13Ci−1, 15Ni, 1HN

i ) are more than 50 ppm, then
they belong to Ser/Thr residues. Since either peak
may be due to the13Cα or 13Cβ spin, two possible
combinations of chemical shifts are considered.
(iii) If only one peak (13Ci−1, 15Ni, 1HN

i ) is seen
with its 13C chemical shift below 50 ppm, then it
is categorically treated as due to Gly(13Cα) and the
corresponding13Cβ chemical shift is set to zero.
(iv) In the event of degeneracy in15Ni and 1HN

i
chemical shifts for13Cα and13Cβ peaks, all possible
combinations of chemical shifts are chosen.

On the other hand, an automatically picked CB-
CANH peak list has information about13Cα

i , 13Cβ

i ,
13Cα

i−1 and13Cβ

i−1 chemical shifts for a given pair of
15Ni and 1HN

i chemical shifts. For each set of15Ni,
1HN

i , 13Cα
i−1 and13Cβ

i−1 chemical shifts grouped from
the CBCA(CO)NH spectral peak list, the search is
now carried out in the CBCANH peak list to iden-
tify 13Cα

i and 13Cβ
i chemical shifts, within the user

defined tolerance limits. In principle, for a given pair
of 15Ni and 1HN

i chemical shifts, one observes four
(13C, 15Ni, 1HN

i ) peaks (for non-Gly residues): one

pair belonging to (13Cα
i /13Cβ

i , 15Ni , 1HN
i ) peaks and

the other to (13Cα
i−1/13Cβ

i−1, 15Ni, 1HN
i ) peaks. Hence,

it may seem straightforward to identify (13Cα
i , 15Ni,

1HN
i ) and (13Cβ

i , 15Ni , 1HN
i ) peaks which are positive

and negative in intensity respectively, given that the se-
quential peaks (13Cα

i−1/13Cβ

i−1, 15Ni, 1HN
i ) are already

identified. In practice, due to overlap in cross peaks
(13Cα/13Cβ,15Ni , 1HN

i ) of self and sequential residues,
one may not find four distinct peaks. Our algorithm
then makes use of the following criteria for identifying
13Cα

i and13Cβ

i peaks:
(i) Since only Gly(13Cα) spins resonate below 50 ppm,
all peaks (13C, 15N, 1HN) with positive intensity and
13C chemical shift below 50 ppm are ignored (Fig-
ure 1a).
(ii) Since no13Cβ spin resonates between 50–58 ppm,
all peaks (13C, 15N, 1HN) with negative intensity
and13C chemical shift within this range are ignored
(Figure 1b).
(iii) The most intense positive peak, excluding the one
belonging to the sequential residue, is identified as the
(13Cα

i , 15Ni , 1HN
i ) peak.

(iv) The most intense negative peak, excluding the one
belonging to the sequential residue, is identified as the
(13Cβ

i , 15Ni, 1HN
i ) peak.

(v) If the absolute intensity of either or both of the
(13Cα

i /13Cβ
i , 15Ni, 1HN

i ) peaks happens to be less than
twice the intensity of the corresponding sequential
peak, or if no peak other than the sequential peaks
(13Cα

i−1/13Cβ
i−1, 15Ni, 1HN

i ) is seen, then the sequen-
tial peaks are themselves treated as those for the self
(13Cα

i /13Cβ
i , 15Ni, 1HN

i ) peaks. This can happen if ei-
ther or both of the (13Cα/13Cβ, 15N, 1HN) peaks of self
and sequential residues are degenerate.
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Once1HN
i , 15Ni, 13Cα

i , 13Cβ
i , 13Cα

i−1 and 13Cβ
i−1

chemical shifts are grouped into individual sets,13C′i
and 13C′i−1 chemical shifts are obtained using auto-
matically picked HN(CA)CO and HNCO peak lists,
respectively. Thus, such grouping of chemical shifts
results in a peak list containing individual sets of
1HN

i , 15Ni, 13Cα
i , 13Cβ

i , 13C′i , 13Cα
i−1, 13Cβ

i−1, and
13C′i−1 chemical shifts. This list, referred to as the
‘master_list’, forms the input for the next step in our
algorithm.

Each individual set of chemical shifts in the mas-
ter_list will hereafter be referred to as arow. In
principle, the number of rows should correspond to the
number of amino acid residues in the protein minus the
number of Pro residues. In practice, owing to the near
degeneracy in1HN and15N chemical shifts, all pos-
sible pairs of chemical shifts within the user defined
tolerance limits are accounted for in the master_list.
Hence the number of rows usually exceeds the number
of amino acid residues. In the case ofEh-CaBP with
134 residues, the master_list contained 216 rows.

(b) Assignment of two-digit codes.As discussed ear-
lier, we classify the amino acid residues into eight
different categories based on their characteristic13Cα

and 13Cβ chemical shifts, rather than characterizing
them individually as has been done in the past. This
method of classification helps in a deterministic ap-
proach for resonance assignment. The two-digit code
assigned to individual amino acid residues (Table 1)
is used to tag the individual rows in the master_list
depending on the observed13Cα

i and 13Cβ

i chemical
shift values. In the next step, the master_list is re-
arranged such that rows belonging to Gly residues are
grouped together at the beginning of the list, followed
by Ala etc., in the same order as in Table 1. When a
polypeptide stretch of amino acid residues is assigned,
the two-digit codes associated with the individual rows
in that stretch are put into an array, referred to asas-
sig_array.Simultaneously, all the amino acid residues
in the protein primary sequence are assigned the two-
digit code given in Table 1 (Ile and Val residues are
given codes4 1and5 1, respectively). All Cys residues
in the primary sequence are assigned a code5 0, cor-
responding to the oxidized state. The reduced Cys
residues in the protein then, can be considered as hav-
ing unusual chemical shifts, which are still assigned
unambiguously. However, if most of the Cys residues
present in the protein under investigation are in the
reduced form, the user can interactively assign these

residues a code4 0. Thus, on assigning these codes
to all the individual amino acid residues in the protein
primary sequence, it gets translated into an array of
two-digit codes referred to aspps_array.

(c) Sequence specific resonance assignment.The al-
gorithm uses the master_list for ssr_assignments. As
described earlier, each row in the master_list consists
of 1HN

i , 15Ni, 13Cα
i , 13Cβ

i , 13C′i , 13Cα
i−1, 13Cβ

i−1, and
13C′i−1 chemical shift values. To begin with, the al-

gorithm reads in the13Cα
i , 13Cβ

i and 13C′i chemical
shift values from the first row in the master_list and
searches for a row where, within the user-defined tol-
erance limits, these three chemical shifts are seen as
13Cα

i−1, 13Cβ

i−1, and 13C′i−1 chemical shifts. If the
search is successful, the two-digit code associated with
the new row is stored in an assig_array. This proce-
dure corresponds to forward assignment in the primary
sequence, which is continued until a break is encoun-
tered. The break can be due to a Pro residue, (a)
missing peak(s) or the fact that the C-terminal end
of the polypeptide chain has been reached. Once a
stretch of amino acid residues has been assigned in
the forward direction, the algorithm continues with the
assignment in the backward direction starting again
from the first row in the master_list. For backward
assignment, the program reads in the13Cα

i−1, 13Cβ
i−1,

and13C′i−1 chemical shifts for a given row in the mas-
ter_list and searches for the row where these chemical
shifts are seen as13Cα

i , 13Cβ
i and13C′i chemical shifts,

within the user-defined tolerance limits. If the search
is successful, the two-digit code associated with the
new row is stored in the same assig_array, as was done
in the case of forward assignment. The assignment
is continued until a break is encountered. Thus, after
assigning the residues in both forward and backward
directions, the program maps the assig_array onto
thepps_array. A one-to-one correspondence with the
pps_array results in the sequence specific resonance
assignment of that polypeptide stretch. Following this,
all the assigned rows are deleted from the master_list
before the next round of assignment commences, for
which the first row in the updated master_list is chosen
as the next starting point. In principle, the above pro-
cedure suffices to assign all the amino acid residues
in the protein except the Pro residues. In practice,
however, several problems can arise when assigning
and mapping a stretch of amino acid residues onto the
pps_array. We consider each of these in detail:
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(i) During the assignment procedure, more than one
possible pair of1HNi and 15Ni chemical shifts satisfy
the assignment condition.The program continues
with the assignment along each possible pathway until
a break is encountered. Each of the assigned polypep-
tide stretches, represented in the form of a specific
assig_array, is then mapped onto the pps_array. If only
one of the assig_arrays gets mapped uniquely onto
the pps_array, the rest of the assig_arrays are ignored
and resonance assignment is continued. If more than
one assig_array correspond to different stretches in the
pps_array, no assignment is carried out and all the
rows are retained in the master_list. The algorithm
then continues the assignment with the next top row
in the master_list as the starting point.

(ii) An assigned stretch of amino acid residues oc-
curs more than once in the primary sequence.This
happens mostly if the assigned polypeptide stretch of
amino acid residues is of a short length (2–4 residues).
In the case of proteins with substantial internal se-
quence homology, larger stretches (5–6 residues) are
also found to be redundant. An insight in the sta-
tistics of short stretchpolypeptide redundancies(2–8
residues in length) has been obtained by scanning
eight proteins of different lengths ranging from 134
to 370 amino acid residues (Supplementary material,
Table 1). In all these proteins, the number of polypep-
tide redundancies (2–7 residues in length) increases
when the 20 amino acid residues are grouped into eight
distinct categories compared to when they are consid-
ered independently. However, the amino acid stretches
comprising eight or more residues are found to be
unique. Such stretches can thus be assigned unam-
biguously. If mapping of assig_array onto pps_array
results in multiple matches, the polypeptide stretch is
not considered to be assigned and the assignment is
continued with the next upper-most row in the mas-
ter_list. Once a large fraction of amino acid residues
are assigned, the number of polypeptide redundan-
cies reduces considerably, leading to unambiguous
assignment of stretches spanning even two to three
residues.

(iii) One or more residues in the assigned stretch have
unusual13Cα or 13Cβ chemical shifts and therefore
do not belong to their expected category.For exam-
ple, a Val residue with13Cβ = 24 ppm may acquire
a code corresponding to an Ala residue. In such a
situation, referred to as a ‘mismatch’, the mapping
of assig_array onto the pps_array will result in either

an incorrect mapping or no mapping. For polypeptide
stretches spanning eight residues or more, incorrect
mapping is unlikely, as these stretches will be unique
in the primary sequence (Supplementary material, Ta-
ble 1). In view of this, the program assigns polypeptide
stretches of eight or more residues without a limit on
the number of mismatches. For polypeptide stretches
of 4–7 residues in length, the program allows only
two mismatches, while for stretches spanning 2–3
residues, only one mismatch is allowed. At all stages
of assignments, mismatches are reported to the user
along with their13C chemical shift(s).

A statistical survey of13Cβ chemical shifts in
the 100 proteins chosen from the BMRB (accession
numbers of proteins are listed in the Supplementary
material, Table 2) reveals that in a given protein, on
average the maximum number of mismatches is 2.3.
Figure 2a shows the number of mismatches observed
in each of the 100 proteins. Further, three proteins
with the largest number of mismatches were analyzed
to check the positions of these mismatches along the
primary sequence. As shown in Figure 2b, the mis-
matches in a protein are generally distributed through-
out the primary sequence and it is unlikely for a given
polypeptide stretch of less than 10 residues to have
more than two mismatches. This implies that such
a stretch with two mismatches can still be mapped
uniquely onto the primary sequence.

(iv) Assignment of a lone residue flanked by
two polypeptide segments.During the process of
ssr_assignments described above, one may end up
with several unassigned lone residues other than
prolines, that are flanked by assigned polypeptide
stretches. This can happen either because of degener-
ate chemical shifts or due to the absence of a (13Ci,
15Ni, 1HN

i ) peak in the respective triple resonance
spectra. In such an event, the information about the
13Cα, 13Cβ and 13C′ chemical shifts of the residue
preceding the unassigned one is used to assign the
15N and 1H chemical shifts of the latter by utilizing
CBCA(CO)NH and HNCO peak lists. Thus, by fol-
lowing this procedure,15N and1H chemical shifts of
all the lone residues except prolines are assigned un-
ambiguously. On the other hand, the13Cα, 13Cβ and
13C′ chemical shifts of all unassigned lone residues
and those of Pro residues are obtained from the row
corresponding to their succeeding residue in the mas-
ter_list.
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Figure 2. (a) Number of mismatches (amino acid residues which violate our classification of13Cα and13Cβ and chemical shifts, see text)
observed in each of the 100 proteins chosen for statistical analysis. The dotted line indicates the average number of mismatches. (b) Mismatch
locations in the primary sequences of three proteins, marked as A, B and C in (a). The respective BMRB accession numbers are: A – 4318, B –
4076 and C – 4354.

Results and discussion

Assignments in Eh-CaBP using experimental data
The algorithm has been tested for NMR assignments
in Eh-CaBP (134 amino acid residues, 15 kDa) us-
ing the experimental data. Ssr_assignments for this
protein have been reported elsewhere (Sahu et al.,
1999), and were utilized to check the results using
TATAPRO. Eh-CaBP has the characteristic EF-hands
of calcium binding proteins possessing substantial in-

ternal sequence homology within the four calcium
binding loops. This is evident from its primary se-
quence shown below, where highly homologous loop
segments are highlighted:

MAEALFKEIDVNGDGAVSYEEVKAFVSKKRAIKNEQLLQ
LIFKSIDADGNGEIDQNE FAKFYGSIQGQDLSDDKIGLK
VLYKLMDVDGDGKLTKEE VTSFFKKHGIEKVAEQVMKA
DANGDGYITLEE FLEFSL
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Table 2. Details of test proteins and percentage of assignments obtained in each case

Sr. Proteins BMRB Mol. wt No. of No. of No. of Percentage of assignments

no. accn. (in kDa) amino acid mismatchesa Pro obtained on random deletion of peaks

no. residues residues 0% 15% 30%

1 Calcium binding protein from 4271 15 134 3 0 96 85 77

Entamoeba histolytica

2 Drosophila numb 4263 17.8 160 11 6 100 89 68

phosphotyrosine binding domain

2 Fibroblast collagenase 4064 18.7 169 0 11 100 87 70

3 Borrelia burgdorferiOspA 4076 28 257 14 1 100 92 74

4 Escherichia colimaltose 4354 42 370 9 21 100 90 65

binding protein

aNumber of mismatches include reduced cysteines, as all cysteines are given a code5 0 corresponding to the oxidized form (see text).

Such internal sequence homology complicates
the resonance assignment. First, it results in mul-
tiple matches when an assigned stretch of amino
acid residues in the loop region is mapped onto
the primary sequence. Secondly, chemical shifts of
(13Cα

i /13Cβ
i /13C′i ) spins belonging to similar residues

in the different loop regions are generally degener-
ate. This results in more than one pathway for the
assignment along the polypeptide chain. Both situa-
tions can result in erroneous assignments. However,
TATAPRO helps in overcoming these problems, as
discussed below.

Automatically picked peak lists were obtained
using the software Felix97 (Molecular Simulations
Inc., San Diego, CA) from the four 3D triple reso-
nance spectra, CBCANH, CBCA(CO)NH, HNCO and
HN(CA)CO. Peaks were picked with a low threshold
in all the spectra to avoid missing real peaks with low
intensity, particularly in CBCANH and HN(CA)CO
spectra. However, peaks from CBCA(CO)NH and
HNCO experimental spectra were picked at a higher
threshold, because of their inherent higher sensitiv-
ity. Thus, for 134 residues, about 3500 peaks were
picked in the CBCANH spectrum and 1144 peaks in
the CBCA(CO)NH spectrum. The corresponding fig-
ures for HNCO and HN(CA)CO spectra were 172 and
299, respectively.

Starting with a tolerance limit of 0.01 ppm along
the 1HN dimension and 0.05 ppm along the15N di-
mension, chemical shifts obtained from these spectra
were grouped and re-arranged to form a master_list
containing rows of1HN

i , 15Ni, 13Cα
i , 13Cβ

i , 13C′i ,
13Cα

i−1, 13Cβ
i−1 and 13C′i−1 chemical shifts. Wher-

ever the (13Ci, 15Ni, 1HN
i ) peaks were not found

within this tolerance limit, the tolerance was grad-
ually increased until a set of cross peaks for13Cα

or/and 13Cβ was seen. Next, by beginning at the
first row in the master_list, which belonged to a Gly
residue (δ(13Cβ

i ) = 0.0), sequence specific resonance
assignment was carried out using 0.5 ppm as the tol-
erance limit for13Cα chemical shifts, 0.2 ppm for
13Cβ chemical shifts and 0.025 ppm for13C′ chem-
ical shift. Once the percentage of assigned residues
reached around 75%, these tolerance limits were auto-
matically increased to 1.0 ppm, 0.4 ppm and 0.05 ppm,
respectively. Both these tolerance limits and the num-
ber of residues to be assigned in a single run can be
interactively altered by the user, depending on the re-
quirement. Following this procedure, about 95% of
the residues could be assigned sequence specifically.
The exceptions were M1, A2, E3, I9, N56, Y62, G76
and E111. In the final stage of the algorithm, residues
N56, Y62, G76 and E111, each of which were flanked
by two assigned polypeptide stretches, were assigned
unambiguously. Cross peaks (13Ci, 15Ni, 1HN

i ) for
M1, A2 and E3 were not observed in any of the
aforementioned triple resonance spectra, while cross
peaks for I9 could not be picked in the CBCANH
spectrum at the chosen threshold. In the present case,
there were three mismatches corresponding to V17
(δ(13Cβ

i ) = 22.5 ppm), L57 (δ(13Cβ
i ) = 32.60 ppm)

and K94 (δ(13Cβ
i ) = 39.7 ppm). Polypeptide stretches

containing these mismatches could still be assigned
uniquely. Figure 3 shows the order in which differ-
ent polypeptide stretches of amino acid residues were
assigned during subsequent runs.

To test the robustness of the program, rows in
the master_list were deleted randomly (up to 30%)
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Figure 3. Polypeptide stretches assigned during subsequent runs forEh-CaBP. The numbers in the boxes indicate the order in which these
polypeptide stretches have been assigned using TATAPRO. The starting residue within a stretch is indicated by a black dot above it. The hashed
boxes indicate lone residues flanked by two assigned polypeptide stretches.

and assignments were carried out, as discussed above.
However, the tolerance limits for13C chemical shifts
were increased after about 50% of the residues got
assigned. The percentages of assignment obtained af-
ter the deletion of 15% and 30% of the rows were
85% and 77%, respectively (Table 2). When a large
number of rows are deleted, only short stretches of
amino acid residues are assigned (3–4 residues). This
results in multiple mapping of assig_array onto the
pps_array for such a stretch, leading to a decline in
the percentage of unambiguous assignments. Further,
we have observed that keeping a high13C chemical
shift tolerance limit (> 0.5 ppm) in the beginning, re-
sults in erroneous assignments, as it leads to incorrect
assignment pathways. This is more likely when a large
number of rows of chemical shifts are deleted from the
master_list. Thus, to start with, it is recommended to
keep the13Cchemical shift tolerance as low as pos-
sible (about 0.25 ppm for13Cα, 0.15 ppm for13Cβ

and 0.1 ppm for13C′). The tolerance limits can be in-
creased automatically when a large number of residues
(∼75%) are assigned, as the chances of assignment
proceeding along an incorrect pathway then reduce
considerably.

Assignments using published data
BMRB data for four other proteins was used to
test the reliability of our approach. These proteins,

namely, drosophila numb phosphotyrosine-binding
domain complexed with a phosphotyrosine peptide
(17.8 kDa), a fragment of fibroblast collagenase
(18.7 kDa),Borrelia burgdoferiOspA (28 kDa) and
Escherichia colimaltose binding protein (42 kDa), ei-
ther have a large number of mismatches (Table 2) or
have a high degree of polypeptide redundancies within
their primary sequence (Supplementary material, Ta-
ble 1). Further, two of these proteins, namely, fibro-
blast collagenase andEscherichia colimaltose binding
protein, possess a large number of Pro residues, re-
stricting the assignable polypeptide stretches to shorter
fragments, which in turn can lead to multiple mapping.
Thus, resonance assignments in these four proteins
constituted a rigorous evaluation for the reliability of
our algorithm.

Ssr_assignments in the test proteins were carried
out as in the case ofEh-CaBP. However, since the data
sets were perfect, relatively narrow tolerance limits
corresponding to 0.3 ppm for13Cα chemical shifts,
0.2 ppm for13Cβ chemical shifts and 0.025 ppm for
13C′ chemical shifts were chosen for the test pro-
teins. First, all the rows in the master_list created
for each protein were retained. This resulted in 100%
ssr_assignment of the residues for which assignments
have been reported. In the case of drosophila numb
phosphotyrosine-binding domain, there are nine Cys
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residues with all theirδ(13Cβ
i )< 36 ppm, which re-

flects the reduced state of these residues. In view of
this, all the Cys residues were initially given a code
4 0, which resulted in 100% unambiguous resonance
assignments. In order to evaluate the robustness of our
approch, the process was repeated with all the Cys
residues assigned a code5 0, as mentioned earlier. It
is interesting that this did not affect the percentage of
assignments.

To further verify the reliability of the program, sev-
eral rows from the master_list were randomly deleted
(up to 30%) and the assignments were repeated. The
percentage of assignments obtained in each case is
shown in Table 2. With 15% random deletion of rows
from the master_list, about 90% resonance assignment
is achieved in the test cases. For proteins having a
large number of Pro residues (which constitute a break
during assignments in our algorithm), the percentage
of assignments obtained after 30% deletion of peaks
declined to 65%. On the other hand, it is observed that
a large number of polypeptide segmental redundancies
within the primary sequence or a large number of mis-
matches do not affect the percentage of assignments
obtained, establishing the reliability of this approach.

Conclusions

The approach adopted here for resonance assign-
ments resembles to some extent the one proposed by
Friedrichs et al. (1994). However, there are subtle
methodological differences and improvements. (i) Our
algorithm is based on a deterministic approach (as op-
posed to probabilistic). (ii) Only four triple resonance
experiments are required as input to our algorithm.
(iii) We classify the 20 amino acid residues into eight
different categories, with each category having a char-
acteristic13Cα and 13Cβ chemical shift range. This
approach, which has been found to be more useful
and reliable, is facilitated by a two-digit code. (iv) In
the event of an unexpected degeneracy in all the13Cα,
13Cβ and13C′ chemical shifts, our approach explores
along all possible pathways to maximize the stretch
of amino acid residues that can be assigned. (v) No
manual intervention is required to check the grouping
of peaks or to check the residues which do not sat-
isfy their characteristic13Cα and13Cβ chemical shift
range. The latter is checked and reported to the user
automatically. The assignments of test proteins in the
molecular weight range of 15–42 kDa, wherein assign-
ments up to 75% are achieved even after 30% random

deletion of peaks, establish the reliability of the pro-
gram. Further, the program is shown to be robust
to internal sequence homology and unusual chemical
shifts. Thus, TATAPRO can be succesfully used for the
assignment of large-size proteins.
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